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September 27, 1962

Dear Mr. Brown:

Mr. Frederick Ehrenreich, President and General Manager of the Claude L. Murphy Construction Co., handed his card to Dick Nixon one day last week and said he wanted to do anything he could to be of assistance to the campaign. Written on his card was "with SCAT".

As I wrote you on September 15th, Dick would like very much to get a group of the old SCAT people together and I am wondering if you have given any further thought to forming a group for active participation during the remaining weeks of the campaign? If so, Mr. Ehrenreich should be contacted, and perhaps you might like to bring him into the picture. The address on his card is 1046 South Olive Street, Los Angeles 15, telephone - RI 9-6001.

I'll very much appreciate hearing from you, and needless to say, Dick too would appreciate the old group getting together and would, I know, enjoy seeing you.

With kind regards.

- WIN WITH NIXON -

H. R. Haldeman

Mr. Harold F. Brown
7525 Oak Park Avenue
Van Nuys, California
August 23, 1962

Dear Bedia:

First, may I express our heartfelt thanks for your very generous and prompt action in connection with our Southern California Headquarters? It is working out perfectly. As of today, it is ablaze with lights, signs and waving flags. You know without my saying how grateful we are -- to you, and for you.

We have delayed writing you in connection with the reception for Dick and the UCLA faculty members until this situation was fully resolved. As you may know, Dick has been working rather closely with some of the UCLA people. They had previously suggested such a meeting, but more recently it was felt it would be wiser to postpone it.

We do want to assure you of our appreciation for your very thoughtful gesture in offering to arrange a reception for this group in your home, and trust you will understand why it is the decision to hold up planning anything along this line at the present time.

Our sincere thanks for all you have done and are doing. If we had more Bedia Erdleys, I am sure many of our problems would be solved.

Warm regards and best wishes.

WIN WITH NIXON!

H. R. Haldeman

Mrs. Bedia J. Erdle
874 Stradella Road
Los Angeles 24, California

cc: Mrs. Helene Drown
May 26, 1962

Dear Mr. Evans:

Dick Nixon has shown me his recent correspondence with you.

We certainly think your idea of out-of-state letters of support in Dick's gubernatorial campaign is an excellent one. This type of activity can be extremely effective in the general campaign period and will certainly be given every consideration. The fine help of people like yourself in this connection would be invaluable.

If I may, therefore, I will follow up on this with you direct in the post-primary campaign period. Meantime, however, if you have any further thoughts along this line or other suggestions you feel would be helpful, they will be gratefully received.

With many thanks and best regards.

WIN WITH NIXON!

N. R. Haldeman

Mr. Lloyd Evans
340 Greenstone Drive
Reno, Nevada
May 3, 1962

Dear Milt:

Thanks much for getting the Northern California names to us so promptly. We wanted them to receive the mailing that went out yesterday, and of course they are now on the mailing list to receive future releases and material as issued.

I note the list of donors has also gone to Lois Gaunt, together with a list of members of the Northern California Finance Committee. They will all receive appropriate letters from Dick. Your procedure of sending a list of additional donors each week will work out fine.

I also have a copy of Paul Davies' letter to you in which he mentions the importance of salutation. We can reassure you on handling to the extent that the Mail Office has as complete a record of names and correct salutations as it is possible to have, dating back many years. This is always carefully checked. We will try to make certain nothing untoward occurs in this connection, but if you would like to do so, you might pencil in on the lists you send Lois the first names you definitely feel should be used.

Many thanks, Milt, and best regards.

Sincerely,

H. R. Baldesman

Mr. Milton E. Baberg, Jr.
127 Montgomery Street
San Francisco, California

c/ Mr. Paul Davies
Mr. Arthur J. Dolan, Jr.
May 2, 1962

Dear Milt:

Paul Davies has apparently expressed concern to
RN regarding handling of acknowledgments of
contributions. Davies' complaint is that George
Christopher was acknowledging all the contributions
he receives, and RN was not.

I would suggest that we adopt the same procedure
for Northern California as is now in effect in
Southern California, and that is all contributors
of $100 and over get a letter from RN thanking
them for their generous and effective support.
All those contributing $1,000 and over also re-
ceive an autographed copy of RN's "Six Crimes".
To meet legal requirements, no amounts are shown
in these letters.

In order to put this into effect for Northern
California, you should send names and addresses of
all $100 and over contributors, with a special mark
by those names contributing $1,000 and more, to
Lois Gaunt, Post Office Box 6539, Los Angeles 55.
No amounts should be shown on these lists - just the
names and addresses with the mark indicating
$1,000 and over.

I assume you have been acknowledging contributions
directly to them, but it probably would be a good
idea to put into effect an RN acknowledgment also.
I would suggest sending a complete list of past
contributors as well as all future.
Lein Scott should also have a complete and accurate list of members of the Northern California Finance Committee so that ES letters can be sent to them, thanking them for their service in this capacity.

Best regards.

Sincerely,

H. R. Haldeman

Mr. Milton R. Reberg, Jr.
Consultants, Inc.
127 Montgomery Street
San Francisco 4, California

P.S. It is my understanding that we are planning on appearance in Alameda on the day of the Berkeley visit, now set for the 23rd.
Charles Farrington, Jr.  
Bob Haldeman

I think it is essential we thoroughly explore the possibility of *Ebony* magazine reprints. We should probably figure on 5,000, and this should be done as inexpensively as possible, although the pictures obviously are a major part of the value.

As I have already suggested to you, I think Herb Klein can be helpful in contacting Johnson publications.

Also, I understand that Louis Lantier, who is director of Minorities of the Republican National Committee (replacing Val Washington), has indicated he would like to be helpful in getting this article reprinted, if we feel he could.

In any event, will you direct a note to Lantier, thanking him for his interest, and if you do want his help, ask him for it?
February 15, 1962

Mr. Carl Ermshar
Pacific Union College
Angwin, California

Dear Mr. Ermshar:

This will follow up your correspondence with Dick Nixon inviting him to address the Pacific Union College student body sometime this year. You may be sure he would enjoy having the opportunity of meeting with the students and faculty on your campus.

We are sorry for the delay in writing you, but the Schedule Committee was making every attempt to juggle dates so he could visit the college during the next few months. Unfortunately, however, because of a very heavy speaking schedule, he will not be able to do so in the immediate future. We feel sure you appreciate the many problems involved in trying to coordinate his speaking schedule throughout various parts of California.

Since it is Mr. Nixon's intention to cover all areas of the state intensively during the course of the campaign, we will keep your letter on file with the understanding that we will contact you if something can be worked out later on.

Again, we very much appreciate your thoughtfulness in writing.

Sincerely,

H. R. Haldeman

HRH: jr

bcc: Mr. Ruben Neuharth
Jean Dewey
MM
February 12, 1962

Mrs. R. W. Erdle
876 Stradella Road
Los Angeles 24, California

Dear Mrs. Erdle:

Mrs. Carol Arth has just told me of your visit with her and the fact you will be helping out in the months ahead. This is fine, and we are most grateful.

We are also in receipt of your check for $200.00 which you left with Mrs. Arth. Your generous support is deeply appreciated, is needed, and will certainly be put to good use.

Thank you so much, and kindest regards.

Sincerely,

M. R. Haldeman

cc: Mrs. Helen Drew

blind copy: Mr. J. R. White


x - E
x - Chron.
cc: Carol Arth
February 8, 1962

Mr. Jim Ellis
Oceanside Republican Club
Post Office Box 59
Oceanside, California

Dear Mr. Ellis:

Many thanks for your recent letter inviting Dick Nixon to address a meeting of the Oceanside Republican Club sometime in March. You may be sure he would like to have the opportunity of meeting with your organization. However, because his schedule for March is fully committed, he must reluctantly decline your kind invitation, and is extremely sorry that too many already-firm dates prevent his acceptance.

However, we are taking the liberty of keeping your letter in our pending file in the hopes that later on during the campaign when Dick Nixon visits the Oceanside area, it may be possible to work something out. You may be certain that the Oceanside Republican Club will be included in any plans we make for that area.

Again, we very much appreciate your thoughtful invitation.

Sincerely,

H. R. Haldeman

HRH:jr
February 8, 1962

Mr. James C. Evans  
Crosstown Optimist Club of San Diego  
3780 Park Boulevard  
San Diego, California

Dear Mr. Evans:

This is to follow your recent correspondence with Dick Nixon regarding your kind invitation to him to address a Wednesday morning meeting of the Crosstown Optimist Club in San Diego. The Schedule Committee carefully considered your request and made every attempt to juggle already-firm dates in order to accept your invitation. But, much as he would like to meet with your organization, prior commitments make it impossible during the foreseeable future.

We feel sure that you understand the many problems involved, both in time and geography, in scheduling his appearances during the next few months, and are extremely sorry our answer must be as it is. However, in the event we are able to work something out in the future, we will contact you later.

Thank you again for your thoughtful invitation.

Sincerely,

H. R. Haldeman

bcc: MM
February 8, 1962

Mrs. R. W. Erdle
574 Stradella Road
Los Angeles 24, California

Dear Mrs. Erdle:

Your letter of January 31st was awaiting my return from a trip which took me away from Los Angeles.

It is with such expressions of interest and offers to help as yours which mean so much to us.

I am asking Mrs. Carol Arth, our Director of Special Projects, to contact you and discuss in a preliminary way the area or areas where you feel you could help us most effectively. She will, I know, be in touch with you within the next few days.

I do want to assure you of our appreciation for your interest. The kind thoughts expressed in your letter are also gratefully received.

Warm regards,

Sincerely,

H. R. Haldeman

cc: Mrs. Jack Drown
File: Offers
   x - E
   x - Chron.
   x - fax to C. Arth w/ cc reply
February 1, 1962

Mr. Werner Edmonds, Jr.
Attorney at Law
15 East Carrillo Street
Santa Barbara, California

Dear Mr. Edmonds:

This will again confirm Dick Nixon's acceptance of your kind invitation to address the Channel City Club of Santa Barbara on Friday, February 23rd. You can be sure Mr. Nixon is looking forward to this fine affair.

Mr. Booth Turner of our office will be handling arrangements. I would suggest that you designate one person in your organization as his contact for all plans on this meeting in order to avoid any confusion. Meanwhile, please let Mr. Turner hear from you if you have any questions.

Sincerely,

H. R. Haldeman

MEM:fr
bcc: Mr. Booth Turner
February 1, 1962

Mr. J. McCormick
Marvin & McCormick Construction Company
606 East 78th Street
Los Angeles 1, California

Dear Mr. McCormick:

Mrs. Lura Eckman has just advised me of your interest in the campaign and your desire to help out. We are certainly appreciative of your offer and I am taking the liberty of having our Contact Director, Mr. Norton Norris, get in touch with you.

Meantime, if you have any thoughts or suggestions you feel would be helpful to us, please pass them along.

With kindest regards,

Sincerely,

H. R. Haldeman

cc: Mrs. Lura Eckman
    Norton Norris
    File - Norton Norris
    X - McCormick
    X - Eckman
    X - Chron.
January 30, 1962

Mr. Harry S. Emrich
1707 Cloverfield Boulevard
Santa Monica, California

Dear Mr. Emrich:

This is to follow up your recent correspondence with Dick Nixon inviting him to attend the annual award dinner of the Southern California Professional Golf Association on April 3. You may be certain that he would like very much to participate in this always-interesting event, but a prior commitment makes it impossible. The Schedule Committee made every attempt to juggle dates in order to accept your cordial invitation, but was unsuccessful in doing so.

Again, we are extremely sorry that Mr. Nixon will be unable to attend the P.G.A. dinner and very much appreciate your thoughtful invitation.

Sincerely,

H.R. Haldeman

HRH:al
January 26, 1962

Mr. Robert W. Edler
President, Law Forum
Stanford University
School of Law
Stanford, California

Dear Mr. Edler:

To follow up your previous exchange of correspondence with Mr. Nixon, I regretfully must tell you that the efforts of the Schedule Committee to clear a date on his calendar during this school semester when he could address the students of the Stanford University School of Law have not been successful.

Consequently, he will not have the pleasure of accepting the very cordial invitation you have extended. However, in the event of a later possibility that he may be able to work a visit to Stanford University into his schedule, we should like to take the liberty of contacting you further, as he would certainly want the Law School students included in the arrangements for any such occasion.

Sincerely,

H. R. Haldeman

HRH:jr
January 19, 1962

Mr. Milton H. Eberg, Jr.
127 Montgomery Street
San Francisco 4, California

Dear Milt:

Thanks for your letter of January 16th.

That is fine about Alan Nichols and we appreciate the biographical information you sent along.

I will look forward to hearing from Art as soon as he had had a chance to talk to Sullivan.

It was good to see you.

Sincerely,

H. R. Haldeman

x - Eberg
x - E
x - Chron.
MEMORANDUM

January 18, 1962

To:       Mrs. Eckman
From:     Bob Haldeman

Dear Lara:

Thanks for the memos.

I agree that we should have the office open on Saturday for volunteers who are available on that day only, and we will do so as soon as we put the volunteer work on a full-time organized basis.

We will certainly put Barbara Brookins to work. As you know, we are now working on the development of a specific volunteer program and I am sure she will be a great asset.

I have passed on Norman Elliott's name to Charles Farrington who will be responsible for development of the Speakers Bureau. I am sure Charlie will be in touch with him.

Keep the suggestions coming. We need them.

       x - E
       x - PR - C. Farrington   w/fax re: Elliott
       x - Chron
Will you please call George Enright - 707-0401

Background - is friend of Tom Ryan, who is PN's brother;
he wrote Nixon campaign song, and now has written a new one for
1962 -- and he should have courtesy of call-back - and opportunity
to play it for someone.

Will you do the needful? Please call him, make arrangements
to see him - and listen to the song?

I have spoken with him by phone.
December 7, 1961

Mr. John D. Ehrlichman
Hullin, Ehrlichman, Carroll & Roberts
Attorneys at Law
614 United Pacific Building
1000 S 3rd Avenue
Seattle 4, Washington

Dear John:

I am sorry to be so long in replying to your letter of November 20.

I have your statement of November 15 for $36.20 covering expenses in Yakima. Since we have already closed out the Washington Trip expenses, I wonder if you could submit this item to Mort Frye, since that is where the dough must come from. I am returning your statement herewith.

Any expenses you have in regard to the Portland trip should be sent to Lowell Paget rather than to us.

The mailing address here and the phone number are as indicated on this letterhead, and I will be operating out of this office most of the time.

I was delighted to hear that your friend is weakening a bit and I am sure we can use you occasionally for a week or ten days at a crack although, at the moment, I can't be specific as to how. I will surely keep this in mind and be in touch with you however.

Trust all goes well with you. Best regards.

Sincerely,

H. R. Haldeman

HRH/jb
November 20, 1961

H. R. Haldeman
J. Walter Thompson Co.
6505 Wilshire Boulevard
Los Angeles, California

Dear Bob:

Enclosed is a list of those accepting the invitation to the Fat Cat Reception following the fund raising dinner in Portland.

This list of names and addresses may be of some use to your finance people in connection with Ted Gamble's efforts.

I had a call from the National Committeeman, Lowell Paget today asking that you forward your transportation expenses to him as soon as possible.

I had the hotel bill sent directly to him and the Presidential Suite was comped by Mr. Fristo Wallace, Manager of the Sheraton-Portland.

The Reston article took an odd twist, no doubt influenced by the very grandiose and flamboyant program put on in Seattle. The contrast was just as marked as Reston said it was.

Bud Krogh is coming down to talk with you I believe. He has apparently been active in campus Republican organizations and seems to prefer to work actively rather than in research. He might be helpful to you in setting up your office and fiscal situation since he has been a business administration major and has some understanding of the organization.

I have some telephone charges and odds and ends of expense that I will be sending on to you later on as they are received here.

I have one lingering reaction. It is probably explained in part by the fact that we didn't get our full two hours of staff time.
Reston was invited to come for the last hour of it and the Boss didn't get his full opportunity to organize his speech. It lacked a certain organization and cohesiveness and ran about 45 minutes which was about 30 minutes too long.

In talking to Hugh the annexation, incorporation and urban sprawl problem came up. I think that Howard Allen could help you a good deal with the background of this problem and I think there is a real opportunity to make a popular big city issue out of Brown's failure to give leadership in this area. It is a problem which touches virtually every urban resident and one where the leadership has got to be given by the state in order to achieve any results. When its left to local determination without the aid of statewide legislation you get a very spotty result.

They oversold the Magnuson dinner here and had to put the overflow in a restaurant across the street from the hotel. Approximately 3,200 at $100 per plate, most of which were bought by the lobbyists in Washington, D.C. and sent out here for use by their constituents in the trade associations, public utilities, etc.

Ask Hugh to spell out for you Reston's position on the fall-out shelter issue. He thinks Kennedy has really committed a major blunder on this and that it can be a very effective issue for the '62 Congressional elections.

Best regards.

Yours sincerely,

JOHN D. EHRLICHMAN

What is your mailing address and permanent phone number?

Could you use me an occasional week or ten days for a crack? I think my friend is waking.
Isn't THIS what you want?

"We should stop the continuous increase in federal taxes by stopping the trend toward big government, by eliminating the substantial part of foreign aid that experience has demonstrated is useless and unproductive and by cutting out duplication and waste in our defense program."

"The only safe road to world peace is the deterrent of military superiority. Only from strength can we successfully negotiate world peace and ultimate disarmament. Dominance in nuclear weapons and the ability to deliver them is more important than reaching the moon first. We must get off the defensive and on the offensive in the propaganda battle with world communism for men's minds."

"Both management and labor must be required to accept their proper responsibility for industrial peace. We can no longer tolerate strikes that undermine our whole economy. We cannot condone the practices of the selfish few in management who contribute to labor strife and engage in monopolistic price fixing. I am opposed to unbridled power in management, labor or government."

"The job of an Oregon Senator is to represent the thinking and the wishes of the people of Oregon—not what he imagines is best for them."

This leaflet is contributed by eight of Sig's friends as a start for his campaign and to give expression to their enthusiastic support:

Warren Munro  Phil Roth  Ted Gamble, Jr.
Richard Cole  Francis J. Smith  Robert Elliott, 1028 N.E.
John Hubbard  William Ireland  Everett, Portland, Ore.
November 14, 1961

Declines after list was typed.
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